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A Framework

• Establish

– Notation

– Terminology

– Settings 



Data:  X

• DATA
is any information that is 
given to us
about the system / 
phenomenon / event / …
of interest

• It is the result of 
OBSERVATIONS 
(measurements) OF 
SOME ASPECT OF 
NATURE

• DATA can be 
– a sequence of nucleotides

– a social network, 

– a set of networks,

– a text, (or a set of 
documents)

– a set of points on a map,

– an image, 

– a set of images, 

– etc… etc…

• We denote our DATA by 
X



Patterns

• We choose to define patterns in a data-dependent way: 
patterns are properties of data X 
(not of distributions, or anything else)

• Here we define it in terms of a pattern function:

• Definition (Pattern function)
A pattern function is any real-valued function π of the data X.

• π : X � R 

• π : X� p(X)

• E.g.: the largest set of aligned points on a map of megalithic sites, 
the misfit of the pulsar signal, the frequency of Nile floods,...



Pattern and Pattern Strength

• Definition (Pattern):
A pattern is the equality of the pattern function with a 
certain number 

• Definition (Pattern strength)

• The value                is referred to as the pattern 
strength

(Typically, one defines pattern functions such that the 
larger strengths are more interesting.)

ℜ∈π̂ ππ ˆ)( =X

π̂



Patterns in data

• To speak about a pattern, we need 

to speak about

• Data X

• A pattern function: π : X � R 

• The value of the pattern function 

on the data, which is the pattern 

strength 

ππ ˆ)( =X
Task for you: can you identify

these quantities for every method 

explained in this school ?



The Pattern Space

• It often makes sense to consider a space 
of pattern functions  
with π : X � R 

• For example: the set of pattern functions 

π
ι
counting the number of nucleotides G 

following position i in the DNA sequence

• ATGCGCGSTAGCGT

• Definition (Pattern space ΠΠΠΠ)

• Pattern functions π belong to a so-called 
pattern space Π, the set of all pattern 
functions

Π∈π



• WORK THROUGH LEYLINES EXAMPLES

• IDENTIFY ALL ELEMENTS OF PATTERN 

ANALYSIS 

– Data

– Patterns

– Null model

– Search strategy

– Matching vs. discovery



Tandem repeats in DNA

Example (Tandem repeats in .junk.-DNA)

Certain parts of the DNA show a considerable amount of variation.

E.g. the D7S820 genetic locus:

• aatttttgta ttttttttag agacggggtt tcaccatgtt ggtcaggctg

• actatggagt tattttaagg ttaatatata taaagggtat gatagaacac

• ttgtcatagt ttagaacgaa ctaacgatag atagatagat agatagatag

• atagatagat agatagatag atagacagat tgatagtttt tttttatctc

• actaaatagt ctatagtaaa catttaatta ccaatatttg gtgcaattct

• gtcaatgagg ataaatgtgg aatcgttata attcttaaga atatatattc

• cctctgagtt tttgatacct cagattttaa ggcc

The length of this sequence is subject to large variation... due to

varying numbers of repeats of .atag.(17 times here.)



Example

• Data: X is the DNA sequence of locus 

D7S820

• Pattern function: π (X) is the frequency of 

the substring atag in X. 

• Let’s write πatag (X)

• The pattern strength is here 17, i.e. 
πatag (X)=17.
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VeniceVenice
16091609



Venice, 1609Venice, 1609



DiscoveryDiscovery



ImplicationsImplications

• The implications of these 
observations were not just for 
astronomy

• They were philosophical, theological, 
methodological



The Scientific MethodThe Scientific Method
• Formalised, standardised, systematic process of 
knowledge acquisition

• Various repeatability criteria for data generation

• Experiment-hypothesis cycle is a standard 
technique for hypothesis generation

• Usage of mathematics or other formal languages 
to express knowledge where possible

• (other techniques we came up with: double blind, 
peer review, …) 



PublicationPublication



A Revolution under wayA Revolution under way

• Things are changing under our eyes

• Disruptive innovation is currently 
changing scientific method not in a 
quantitative – but in a qualitative –
way

• Automated Pattern Analysis is 
playing a central role in this



• Tera
bytes 
…

SEQUENCING



LHCLHC

• 15 
petabytes
per year



AstronomyAstronomy

• Automated Sky Surveys

• the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) 
created a 5-wavelength catalogue over 
8,000 square degrees of the sky, 
containing about 200 million objects, 
described by hundreds of features (data 
released incrementally to the public). 

• Terabytes…



ChemistryChemistry

• Combinatorial Chemistry

• Hundreds of thousands of compounds can 
be generated and tested, either by using 
robotics, or – increasingly - by computer 
simulations, in what is essentially a survey 
of entire regions of chemical space, 
hunting for compounds with a given set of 
properties.



A Google DATACENTER



Many Google DATACENTERs



The The ““Industrial RevolutionIndustrial Revolution””

• High quality experimental 
information is AUTOMATICALLY 
produced on massive scale

• Data is AUTOMATICALLY analysed by 
pattern discovery software, which 
can GENERATE HYPOTHESES

• Automation of scientific process



ImplicationsImplications

• The automated generation of data 
and hypotheses is today part of the 
scientific method

• The implications are philosophical



Pattern AnalysisPattern Analysis

• Various disciplines have contributed to this

• Statistics, data mining, machine learning, 
information theory, …

• We can MANAGE and ANALYSE massive 
amounts of data, of any kind…

• Text, DNA, graphs, images, times series, 
…

• To what extent can we automate the 
entire process of scientific discovery?



Closing the LoopClosing the Loop

• This month in Science: two articles 
on the automated generation of 
scientific knowledge

• One of them included closed loop:
automation of experimental design 
too…



Closing the LoopClosing the Loop

• Do we need scientific knowledge to be 
human-readable?

• What if the main or sole consumers of that 
knowledge were other machines?

• Could we be cut out of the knowledge 
generation loop (eventually)?

• See Amazon.com…



ReadabilityReadability
• Galileo pioneered the use of mathematical 
expressions to summarise the results of his 
experiments

• Calculus later emerged and co-evolved with 
mechanics

• We have come to expect that scientific theories 
need to be expressed by mathematical equations

• They do not need to be…



Pattern AnalysisPattern Analysis
• The set of principles behind most successful 
algorithms in PA is actually quite small

• Efficient search and optimisation in vast pattern 
spaces

• Effective control of multiple testing issues, by use 
of sharp statistical tools

• Principles that unify all, from suffix trees to 
itemset mining, from graphical models to kernel 
methods



ScienceScience

• How can this vast toolbox, and this 
conceptual framework, help us to 
acquire more scientific knowledge?

• Improbable domain… the SOCIAL 
sciences…



Social SciencesSocial Sciences

• Example: media content analysis

• Professor + students + newspapers + VCR 
+ various weeks of work= ‘coding’ of 
news-items

• Important discoveries, all done by hand

• Advanced text-mining can change that…













Found In TranslationFound In Translation



Found In TranslationFound In Translation





Detecting ChangesDetecting Changes



PopePope--ularityularity

• In the US outlets, in the period april
to november 2008, we measured the 
fraction of newsitems mentioning the 
Pope
(in Content? Just in title-
description?)

• The fraction is 

–0.102% for english speaking outlets

–0.377% for spanish speaking outlets



PopePope--ularityularity

1. 'AFRICA'

2. 'UNITED 
KINGDOM'

3. 'ASIA'

4. 'CANADA'

5. 'UNITED STATES'

6. 'ITALY'

7. 'FRANCE'

8. 'GERMANY'

9. 'VATICAN'
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Is amazon reasoning?



Is google reasoning?





Selecting Ads for WebSelecting Ads for Web



Selecting AdsSelecting Ads

Either customised versions of same banner

Or choose different products and services…



November 1958November 1958



November 1958November 1958



1958

A research community in machine-intelligence had emerged from WWII.

Alan Turing had died in 1954, leaving a powerful legacy of ideas.

The cybernetic movement was already 10 years old (Wiener’s book=1948).

Macy conferences had ended and Ratio Club had stopped meeting.

A new emphasis was coming from the new “Artificial Intelligence” community.

In this meeting the various strands met.



ContentsContents

• The Symposium was organised 
into Sessions: 
– General Principles

– Automatic Programming

– Mechanical Language Translation

– Speech Recognition

– Learning in Machines

– Implications for Biology

– Implications for Industry

They are all VERY familiar today…



ParticipantsParticipants
• The programme included both members of the 

cybernetics movement and of the newly growing AI 
movement, as well as people who did not directly 
relate to either.

• Programmable machines were now commercially 
available (IBM 704).

• This was perhaps just before optimism turned into the 
hype of the 1960s.

• The list of participants included …:

– F. Rosenblatt

– A. Samuel

– M. Minsky

– O. Selfridge

– J. McCarthy

– D. MacKay

– G. Walter

– W. McCulloch

– Ross Ashby

– …



Some methods of artificial intelligence 
and heuristic programming
Marvin Minksy

Operational Aspects of Intellect
Donald MacKay 

Programs with Common Sense
John McCarthy 

The mechanism of habituation
Ross Ashby 

Conditional probability computing
in a nervous system
Albert Uttley

First session: an idea of the general 
tone and of the efforts made 
to cover all the different approaches.



Methods of Artificial Methods of Artificial 
Intelligence Intelligence 

and Heuristic Programmingand Heuristic Programming

• “Machines to work on problems for which the designer 
does not have in advance practical methods of solution”.

• “Particular attention is given to processes involving pattern 
recognition, learning, planning ahead, and the use of 
analogies or models”.

• “…a machine might improve itself by adding to its 
collection of problem-solving methods” [Minsky’s Talk]

Symbolic AI. A discussion of planning problems, or problem solving 

, and how heuristic search can be used to find solutions. 

Learning and induction presented as ways for the machine to 

improve by experience (comparing Solomonoff’s induction to 

‘network machines’ to distributed architectures…



The session on Speech Recognition showed surprisingly modern 

ideas,  including that of using  statistical modelling  of n-grams 

frequencies  to reduce errors

ExampleExample

Speech RecognitionSpeech Recognition



Frank Rosenblatt presented 

his new Perceptron

algorithm, 

and some new variations on 

the theme. 

Oliver Selfridge presented 

the Pandemonium system: 

an architecture very related 

to modern agents 

and evolutionary 

computation. 

The running example was 

character recognition.

Alexander Andrew discussed 

the application of learning 

machines – based on 

statistical principles –

to process control. 

Ideas from control theory are 

discussed, and also its 

conditional-probability 

machine detected what we 

now call “association rules” in 

data mining.



ExampleExample

Learning MachinesLearning Machines
Conditional Probability MachineConditional Probability Machine

Hardware equivalent to finding association rules by Apriori…



Machine Intelligence, AD Machine Intelligence, AD 
19581958

• Many ideas from 2008 Proceedings can be found in 
1958…

• Many of them are still present in this conference

Statistical 
separability

Inductive 
inference

Information 
Retrieval

Nervous Nets

Reinforcement

Pattern 
recognition

Heuristic 
programming

Common sense

Conditional 
probability 
machines

Perceptrons
Learning machines



How Much Have We How Much Have We 
Progressed?Progressed?

• Spontaneous questions... 
– Are we any closer to building intelligent 
machines? 

– What are the key achievements, and the 
key failures, of the past 50 years of 
research in this direction? 

– What would we report, if we could – in 
some way – deliver a “keynote speech from 
2009” at that Conference?



Machine Intelligence, AD Machine Intelligence, AD 
20092009

• The 1958 conference would certainly 
be interested in hearing that today 
we can…

–Retrieve relevant documents

–Translate and summarise them

–Recommend books and movies

–Transcribe speech, recognize 
handwriting

• All this was on their wish list, and is 
now reality…



Is amazon reasoning?



Is google reasoning?





An invited talk from the An invited talk from the 
futurefuture

• The main message should be that 
many goals have been achieved

• The next message should probably 
be that: things did not go quite in 
the way that most AI Pioneers 
expected…



DataData--Driven Artificial Driven Artificial 
IntelligenceIntelligence

• We did not get computers to do all these things 
by understanding how humans do them, and 
then implementing that into a computer

• We do not really know how humans understand a 
document. Our computers also do not understand 
the content of a document.

• We did not obtain the intended behaviour by 
solving the problem of intelligence, but rather by 
a series of statistical hacks…

• Large amounts of data, and rather simple 
algorithms for statistical pattern analysis



Low Level ProcessingLow Level Processing

• Humble activities such as indexing, 
clustering 
and parameter estimation 
have become the enabling factors

• Statistical pattern analysis has taken 
centre stage in AI (Data-Driven AI)

• As just one example of this general trend, 
think of the astonishing trajectory and 
impact of the Viterbi algorithm for 
decoding, 



Example: Viterbi AlgorithmExample: Viterbi Algorithm
• Introduced in the 1960s as part of information theory and 

signal processing, in the context of communication via a 
noisy channel. 

• When receiving a corrupted message, we can infer the most 
likely version of the original message, if we know two 
things: a model of the noise in the channel, and the 
probability with which each given message could have been 
sent. 

• This process is often known as decoding, and involves 
maximising a functional over the space of all possible 
messages that could have been sent. 

• Viterbi’s algorithm performs the decoding very efficiently, 
IF the original messages can be modelled by Markov 
chains. 

• Its method is the same as the problem of finding a shortest 
path in a graph (1959), a classical example of dynamic 
programming.



Belief Networks and PGMs

(junction tree)



ImpactImpact
• Has humble decoding algorithm been 
more influential than celebrated theorem 
proving algorithms?

• Probably more central than automated 
theorem proving, deep language analysis, 
neural network inference, evolutionary 
programming, and many other promising 
attempts at solving the problem of 
intelligence



““Statistical HacksStatistical Hacks””

• A series of simple statistical hacks, 
together with optimisation 
technology, and vast amounts of 
data, delivered much of the 
intelligent behaviour we use today



Optimisation and StatisticsOptimisation and Statistics

• Optimisation and Statistics are the 
language behind algorithms such as 
Viterbi’s

• Similar ideas are also behind methods like
– Support Vector Machines (used today for 
handwriting recognition, text categorization, 
etc),

– Probabilistic Graphical Models…

– Association Mining (used for recommendation 
systems)

• Because of the centrality of Machine 
Learning in DDAI, they have become a 



Patterns in Patterns in 
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The Privacy DelusionThe Privacy Delusion

• When we read a newspaper article, we do not expect to 
receive a phone call that evening, advertising related 
items…

• When we look at the window of a travel agent, we do 
not expect to receive their leaflets in the mail

• When we play chess with a friend, we do not expect our 
intelligence to be profiled, and the information sold to 
employment or dating agencies

• Our expectations are based on what is reasonably 
possible in the physical world, and on the fact that we 
hide in the crowd…

• Many of these expectations may be violated in the new, 
information-driven society



Information SocietyInformation Society
• In order to be useful, information needs to be:

– Gathered
– Stored / transmitted
– Processed / analysed / interpreted
– Acted upon

• We expect these processes to be performed 
by humans, at least in part, and this shapes 
our expectations…

• But EACH of these steps has been automated 
in recent years, and now computers can do 
each of these things cheaply, fast, effectively 
and on  a VERY large scale



A Trail in Transaction A Trail in Transaction 
SpaceSpace

We leave a permanent digital trail of personal data behind us



Web LogsWeb Logs
• 121.179.178.143 - - [26/Oct/2008:13:31:53 +0000] 

"GET /case_studies/iceman_demo_05.png HTTP/1.1" 
304 - "http://www.computational-
genomics.net/case_studies/iceman_demo.html" 
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 
5.1; SV1; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; 
InfoPath.1)“

• 121.179.178.143 - - [26/Oct/2008:13:32:15 +0000] 
"GET /images/code_input.gif HTTP/1.1" 304 -
"http://www.computational-
genomics.net/case_studies/sabertooth_demo.html" 
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 
5.1; SV1; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; 
InfoPath.1)"





The AOL CaseThe AOL Case

•On August 4, 2006, AOL Research labs released a file on one of its 
websites containing the search log for over 650,000 users over a 
3-month period, intended for research purposes. 

•It contained about 20 million search keywords. 
All the transactions were anonymous, 
but each user was identified by a unique ID number.

•Few days later, acknowledging this was an error, AOL removed the file 
from public access, but the data are still available at various internet 
locations,  for all of us to explore.  Those responsible were later fired.



• ovulation calculator [!]2006-03-03 
12:37:21http://www.babycenter.com

• premier cinema [!]2006-03-03 17:43:23http://www.pccmovies.com
• fine black girls [!]2006-03-03 17:46:120
• shoes [!]2006-03-03 17:46:340
• pregnancy calculator [!]2006-03-07 

11:23:41http://pregnancy.about.com
• pregnancy calculator [!]2006-03-07 

11:23:41http://parenting.ivillage.com
• pregnancy calculator and pictures of fetus [!]2006-03-07 

18:17:19http://www.paternityangel.com1
• pregnancy calendar and fetus growth pictures [!]2006-03-08 

13:25:49http://www.pregnancy.org
• pregnancy calendar and fetus growth pictures [!]2006-03-08 

13:25:49http://www.hom .. ilynetwork.com
• pregnancy calculator [!]2006-03-08 

13:28:58http://pregnancy.about.com
• first trimester of pregnancy [!]2006-03-09 

16:15:58http://www.4woman.gov
• http www. click2houston.com [!]2006-03-13 12:38:000
• click2houston [!]2006-03-13 12:38:10http://www.click2houston.com
• a drug with slang name of ice [!]2006-03-13 

18:40:58http://www.kci.org
• information on methamphetamines [!]2006-03-13 

18:42:20http://www.the .. bilitation.com

THE AOL CASE STUDY == Search activity of User 98280



• symptoms of cocaine addiction [!]2006-03-17 
16:59:42http://www.drugabuse.gov

• affects of cocaine use if you are diabetic [!]2006-03-17 17:23:390
• diabetic's use of cocaine [!]2006-03-17 17:24:000
• i am diabetic and use cocaine [!]2006-03-17 

17:24:29http://www.realitycheck.org.au

• i am diabetic and use cocaine [!]2006-03-17 
17:24:29http://forums. .. dentdoctor.net

• gastrointestinal problems associated with cocaine use [!]2006-03-
17 17:31:48http://www.focusas.com

• gastrointestinal problems associated with cocaine use [!]2006-03-
17 17:31:48http://www.jrsm.org

• gastrointestinal problems associated with cocaine use [!]2006-03-
17 17:31:48http://www.rochester.edu

• gastrointestinal problems associated with cocaine use [!]2006-03-
17 17:31:48http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov

• gastrointestinal problems associated with cocaine use [!]2006-03-
17 17:31:48http://www.goa .. e.columbia.edu

• gastrointestinal problems associated with cocaine use [!]2006-03-
17 17:31:48http://www.drug-rehab.com10



• is bipolar disorder hereditary [!]2006-03-20 
14:56:56http://www.bipolar.com

• are people with bipolar disorder prone to use drugs and alcohol
[!]2006-03-20 15:39:41http://www.nimh.nih.gov

• are people with bipolar disorder prone to use drugs and alcohol
[!]2006-03-20 15:39:41http://concernedcounseling.com

• are people with bipolar disorder prone to use drugs and alcohol
[!]2006-03-20 15:39:41http://www.aamft.org

• are people with bipolar disorder prone to use drugs and alcohol
[!]2006-03-20 15:39:41http://www.dbsalliance.org

• pregnancy calculator [!]2006-03-20 
17:45:44http://pregnancy.about.com

• continental airlines [!]2006-03-21 
10:43:36http://www.continental.com

• crosby tx real estate for sale [!]2006-03-21 
12:16:49http://www.homes.com

• acreage for sale in crosby tx [!]2006-03-21 
12:27:25http://bonniebutler.homes.com

• eva mendez information [!]2006-03-21 
12:42:05http://www.celebritywonder.com

• is there an illness disorder associated with a person wanting to
have numerous pets [!]2006-03-22 14:06:020

• disorders with people owning numerous dogs [!]2006-03-22 
14:10:190

• is it a disorder to want to own violent dogs [!]2006-03-22 
14:18:48http://www.ame ..rveprivacy.com



• dealing with abuse from a spouse with mental disorder
[!]2006-03-22 15:56:19http://incestabuse.about.com

• dealing with abuse from a spouse with mental disorder
[!]2006-03-22 15:56:19http://pages.zdnet.com

• dealing with spouse that has bipolar disorder [!]2006-03-22 
16:18:42http://christi .. hristianet.com

• dealing with spouse that has bipolar disorder [!]2006-03-22 
16:18:42http://www.bipolarworld.net

• dealing with spouse that has bipolar disorder [!]2006-03-22 
16:28:440

• spouse is cruel to everyone in family including animals
[!]2006-03-22 16:29:250

• coping with abusive spouses [!]2006-03-22 
16:30:56http://divorce .. port.about.com

• dealing with abusive spouse [!]2006-03-22 
17:49:53http://www.covenantkeepers.org

• spouse is cruel to everyone in family including animals
[!]2006-03-22 18:01:110

• dealing with verbally abusive spouse [!]2006-03-22 
18:04:02http://www.drirene.com



• bible scriptures for healing from mental 
disorders [!]2006-04-07 11:40:450

• healing prayers for people with bipolar 
disorder [!]2006-04-07 
11:41:36http://www.beliefnet.com

• prayers for relationship problems [!]2006-
04-09 
16:35:37http://www.divorcehope.com

• how does a male's cocaine use affect a 
fetus [!]2006-04-10 
15:42:14https://my.ino .. search/content

• birth defects caused by father's cocaine 
use [!]2006-04-10 
15:45:16http://otispregnancy.org



Google, and data Google, and data 
integration  integration  

combining queries, position, email content, combining queries, position, email content, 
background informationbackground information

• Google (for example) has access to multiple 
types of personal information
– Search log
– Position
– Videos (youtube)
– Email
– Calendar
– News preferences
– …

• Similar considerations apply to Amazon, Expedia, 
etc. etc.

• What information can be obtained from the 
integration of all this data? 



Inferences: prediction by Inferences: prediction by 
segmentation segmentation 

(double(double--click, postclick, post--code, credit scoring, code, credit scoring, ……))

• I can know a lot about you, if I know 
“others like you”

• Defining “others like you” involves 
segmenting the population into small 
homogeneous groups 
(geographically, demographically, 
etc)

• One way is using the PostCode



BS1 5TXBS1 5TX
• If we check the preferences of people living near 
the Watershed Cinema of Bristol, where this talk 
is taking place, by using upmystreet.com, we find 
that “many of the people who live in this sort of 
postcode [BS1 5TX] will be cosmopolitan sharers 
or students living in flats”. 

• We also find that they are likely to have a high 
interest in current affairs, and they tend to be 
young single people renting small one or two 
bedroom flats. 

• While news may be followed online, they are also 
readers of The Guardian, Observer, Independent 
and The Times



Behavioural SegmentationBehavioural Segmentation

• You can be segmented based on 
demography, or geography…

• But what is possible today is to 
segment population 
by past behaviour

• “People who have bought a pizza and 
rented a video, may buy a beer 
next….”



InferenceInference

• Information is typically integrated to 
achieve better segmentations, and 
make better predictions

• Amazon: “people who bought this 
book also bought…”

• Marketers and Political Campaigners 
love this information… and they pay 
for it!



http://www.data-response.co.uk/consumer_response.html



Political ProfilingPolitical Profiling
• Political campaigning is now using the same tools as 

direct marketing: careful profiling of voters, followed 
by delivery of customised message

• The idea: merge voter information (electoral lists) 
with consumer information (purchased from direct 
marketing organisations), to obtain high quality 
portraits of each voter

• Called Micro-Targeting, it has been used in last 2 US 
Presidential elections

• Example: “Voters-vault” …



From Wired magazine, 23/6/2008



Computer VoyeurComputer Voyeur

• Is it any better if it is computers –
not people – that read our mail, or 
listen to our conversations?

• Automation affects also the usage of 
this information.

• Google makes recommendations 
based on the content of my emails …



Automating Usage



Automatic TargetingAutomatic Targeting

• Amazon.com says 35 percent of product 
sales result from recommendations (in 
2006), one wonders how many votes 
result from micro-targeting. 

• Nearly all Google’s revenue is based on 
clicks actually made by their customers on 
ads that depend on the user’s behaviour…



TomorrowTomorrow’’s Worlds World
• We are creating a new type of society, where the 
notion of privacy is very different. 

• Current laws are based on concepts that may no 
longer apply to the current situation on the ground.

• As we sleep-walk irreversibly into this new world, 
we should develop concepts, laws, values, to help 
us exploit all that information technology has to 
offer us, without creating a nightmare for our 
children. 

• It is our job to understand the implications of what 
we are doing, and it is our job to explain where our 
work can lead us to the public and to the law 
makers. 



• THE END


